121 How To Save Electricity At Home And On Your Electricity Bill
Introduction

Hi There, I Bre a d I a a electrician in Sunny Sunderland. Mainly due to the rise in electricity
prices the most frequently asked question I get asked by my clients and friends is How can I save
electricity at home? So I thought I would put together this list of hints and saving tips to help you
stay ahead of the game in saving electricity at home. I had looked at other articles that were great,
like 5 Wa s to sa e ele tri it at ho e or
Wa s to sa e ele tri it at ho e – and I reckoned I
could think of a few more and went with 121 

When creating the list I tried to think of how to save electricity as a family, at different times of the
year and I totally understand that saving electricity goes hand in hand with saving on gas or general
energy consumption reduction so I have included a few, more general, energy saving tips. My
personal favourites are the Qui k i / No Cost optio s as the ould ake a ig i pa t for
relatively little effort.

Some of the hacks are a bit out there and there are some of the old favourites there too. Obviously
it s ot a e hausti e list a d there are thi gs that ight ake ou thi k WHAT THE….?! But it is all
to make it a bit of fun and help people out a little – and have somewhere to direct people when they
ask my advice on saving electricity at home.

We are all conscious of saving energy for environmental and financial reasons and I hope you find it
an interesting read and can put a couple of my ideas into practice. I hope I can save you a few bob
on the way.
Thanks for reading,
Bren @ Caztec

Ways to Save Electricity At Home and Everyday

1. Have a Day in the Kitchen.
If you're going to use the oven, bake a few meals at a time to get the most out of
having your oven on. Batch cook your meals for the week and freeze them in
portions. Not only do you have home cooked meals for every day of the week you
are saving electricity too.

2. Make Things Easy For Your Fridge Freezer.
Leading on from the last power saving tip - Keeping them full means they don't have
to work as hard and therefore they use less energy. Empty space in your fridge or
freezer wastes not only space but energy too.

3. Heat Up Your Home With Your Cooking.
After you have finished cooking, leave the oven door open to heat your kitchen. My
Grandma always dries her tea-towel on there too! The oven might give off enough
heat for you to adjust your thermostat, a far more energy efficient use of that stored
heat.
4. Use The Sun To Air Your Clothes
Lay your clothes in the sun by a window to air your clothes instead of finishing them
off in a drier or holing them up in an airing cupboard – A great way to save on money
on your electric bill.

5. Let The Dishwasher Do The Dirty Work .
Avoid pre-rinsing the dishes in hot water. Scrape the dishes and plates into the bin and
you could save money on your water bills too, double the saving on your bills.

6. Invest In A Washing-Up Bowl
Use a bowl to wash up rather than a running tap and save £30 a year in energy bills,
this also helps in keeping the water bill down.

7. It’s An Oldy But Goody
Only fill the kettle with the amount of water that you need. Why waste all that
electricity boiling all that water that is just going to cool down and not be used

8. Is It Dirty Or Could It Do Another Wear?
Cutback your washing machine use by just one cycle per week and save ££ a year in
electricity conservation.

9. Could Do With A Quick Freshen Up?
A Great saving idea is if your clothes need a freshen up, why not use the ‘quick’
cycle? That should be enough to freshen your clothes up without wasting all of the
electricity on the long cycle.

10. Switch To LED’s

LED bulbs are bright enough to replace your halogens now, as well as regular energy
saving bulbs (CFL’s). They are now produced in all the shapes and sizes you need and
use approximately 10 % of the electricity of a standard – Fantastic power saving
devices.

11. Multiply The Saving
Over the lifetime of your LED lights they should save you around £55. Times that by
the number of lights in your house and you are looking at a reducing your electricity
bill significantly. Big up to the energy efficiency products!
12. Drip, Drip, Drip.
Fixing a dripping tap could save a small fortune in energy – at may not seem a lot but
over a week or month the waste starts to add up.
13. Treat Yourself!!
Invest in a halogen oven. Did you know it can roast a chicken in half an hour?!
That’s a quarter of the time an oven takes AND it uses 75% less than a conventional
oven - Imagine the savings to be made!

14. Mood Lighting?
Install dimmer switches on your lights and by just dimming the lights by 10% you can
double its life span – that sort of saving will certainly lift your mood!

15. Motion Sensors
Install motion sensors on outdoor lights so that you aren’t wasting electricity when the
lights aren’t needed – An easy way of conserving electricity.
16. Get Decorating! A great idea for increasing illumination is to decorate with pale
colours. This means you can use lower energy bulbs and still get the same levels of
illumination.

17. Don’t Think Big
Think about the fashionable American fridges - Is it really necessary for your house
hold of 1 or 2? It probably isn’t. Downsize to a smaller and more economical version,
an easy choice to make to save on electricity.

18. Give Yourself A Break!
Let the dishwasher do the dishes - they use lots less energy than washing the same
amount of dishes by hand. They use a small amount of water and the temperature is

normally much lower too – Remember to put them on the ECO setting first to
maximise those electricity savings.

19. This will save you money.

Recycle all of
your throw-away batteries and opt for the more eco-friendly rechargeable batteries. It
may use more of your personal electric but overall it is better on your pocket and the
environment. Save electricity, save the environment.

20. Warm It Up To Cool It Down
Regularly defrost your freezer as the less build up the more efficiently the freezer will
run and therefore saving you electricity. A fab way to save electricity at home.

21. Invest In New Tech
Upgrading to a new LCD/ LED TV will save on electricity as they are much more
economical than the old CRT models – even the relatively new plasma TV’s are
energy wasters compared to LCD.
consumption.

An exciting way to reduce electricity

22. Drying Clothes
A great tip is to use a heated airer for drying clothes in doors. They only cost approx.
5p per hour to run compared to an electricity guzzling tumble drier. Don’t forget to
use in a well ventilated area – you don’t want problems with condensation.

23. Power Down!
Using power strips or socket extension leads to make it easier to switch off multiple
devices or appliances at once - saving the power from the vampires. Stand-by is a nono for power savers!

24. You Spin Me Right Round, Baby, Right Round…
If you MUST use your tumble drier, you can make sure that your washing machine has
done some of the work for you by ensuring that it has gone through the most effective
spin to get the clothes as dry as possible before putting them in the drier.

25. Always Buy Efficient
Look at the energy ratings on the appliances you buy – the closer to A rating, the better.
This could save you up to £90 per year in electricity.

26. Apply For A Grant
If you are doing home improvements, you can apply for an Energy Saving Grant or
Energy Efficiency Grant from and the Government to help you with the cost. They can
also help with home energy management.

Electricity Saving Tips With Kids

27. No Baths, Please

Get the kids to take short showers instead of big deep baths. It’s a quick win that will not
only save energy it will also impact on your water bill.

28. Open The Blinds
Teach your children to open their curtains or blinds in the morning instaed of opting for the
light switch – natural lighjt will wake them up better too.

29. Keep the Fridge Door Closed
If your kids are like mine, they are in the fridge scavenging for snacks every 5 minutes, it
seems! Every time the door is opened about 1/3 of the cold air rushes out and the fridge has
to work hard to bring the temperature back down.

30. Blackpool Illuminations?
I am sure you have said it – or something like it. Try to get the kids involved in turning off
the lights after they have used them. Even ask them to check up on other adults that might do
it. Lighting is a major source of your electricity bill and we don’t need unnecessary extras!

31. Turn The Water Off While Brushing Your Teeth

This is a great one to involve the kids in as they do it twice a day – teach them this way from
the start and they will be little energy savers all their lives saving water and electricity!

32. Make It A Game
A great way to get the kids involved is to make energy saving fun. Ask the kids to try and
spot they areas of the home where energy is being wasted and where lights or appliances have
been left on.

33. Have A Switched Off Evening

As a family try to commit to having one night a week away from the TV, IPad, Phone. It is
great for the environment and saving electricity but it also teaches the kids a lesson in tech
detoxing.
34. Spend the evening doing crafts, homework or play board games. A great way to have
quality family time.
35. Don’t forget about those vampires on stand-by. Turn everything off at the wall.
36.Teach Your Children Where Energy Comes From
It is always learning as a family. Teaching the kids where the energy they use comes from
and how important it is to save it. Explain to them about fossil fuels running out and the
alternatives that we now are left with. They are more likely to help out if they understand a
bit more.

37. Draughty?
A great power saving task for kids to help out with – as them to go around the windows and
doors holding up a piece of ribbon to see if there are any draughts. Ask them to come and tell
you when they have finished and you can get on with the draught-proofing.

38. Limit Time Online
Have limits on time spent online. The less time the kids are online; the less electricity their
devices are guzzling.

39. Children That Help With Household Tasks

Teach your child about saving energy while they help around the house. If you have an
older child you can teach them how to conserve electricity by only turning on the dishwasher
once it has a full load. Teach them about cold water washes on the washing machine too.

40. Give Them Some Responsibility.
For older children that spend time on their tablets you can download apps for them that
monitor the usage of energy in the home and teaches them the value of using alternative
energy sources.

Teach them how to read the meter and submit them online. If everyone is involved in saving
energy, you have a greater chance of making a difference.

41. Upgrade Their Gear
This will be a very popular option for the kids but it’s true that newer models use less power
and take less time to charge etc..
…Remember to recycle or eBay all of your used electrical items – never just throw them
away.

42. Get Back To Nature

Get children to help you plant a few trees in your garden. As the trees grow, they'll provide
shade for the house in the summer and they'll create a barrier against cold winds during the
winter. They will love watching the tree they planted grow!
43. Get Out Of The House!!!
Whatever the weather, use free museums/ libraries for fun activities for the kids and use their
gas and electric! Or the park if it’s nice – remember, don’t forget your picnic and bottles of
water

How To Save Electricity In The Summer
44. Line Dried Is Best

Hang up your washing to dry when the weather is nice. Line-dry your washing rather than
tumble drying it, particularly if there's warm or windy weather. What's more nothing smells
better than clothes dried on the line – An eco-friendly way to save money at home.

45. Embrace The Beach Waves!
Skip the energy-guzzling hair dryer, straighteners or tongs. Just wash and go: the warm
summer breeze will take care of the rest. You can get some great products to work into
your hair to help with the tousled look

46. Put The Clothes Horse By An Open Window
How to save money on electricity when you have no outdoor space? If you have no outdoor
space put your clothes horse by a window on sunny days to utilise the suns warmth.

47. If you do have to use the dryer, you use tumble dryer balls to reduce drying time.

48. Get Back To Your Roots …
…when mowing the lawn! Why use a gas- or electricity-guzzling power mower when you
could push a quiet, zero-energy-using reel mower. Modern mowers don’t even need their
blades sharpened. Oh, and think of the calories burned!

49. Flame Grill Your Food
Don’t spend those sunny days sweating in the kitchen. If its nice outside, don’t use electric
and energy inside – crack open the BBQ and flame grill your food!

50. In Fact, Why Cook At All?
A nutritious and healthy salad can help you save on running multiple cooking appliances
such as ovens, microwaves and hobs. Plenty of energy saved!

51. Take Your Entertaining Outdoors
This is a very pleasant way to reduce your electricity bill. Why eat indoors (and use extra
lighting and energy), when you could dine al fresco, using the suns light and warmth.

52. Get Out More!
The nice weather should automatically push you outside to enjoy the outdoor world, therefore
naturally reducing your electricity consumption!

53. Get Rid Of The Drinks Fridge
Bin the spare drinks fridge that you might keep in the garage. A hot summer/ efficient fridge
combo is a recipe for wasting electricity and money

54. Plant Deciduous Trees
Planting deciduous trees particularly on the South and West of your property will add shade
during the summer months and as autumn comes the leaves will shed returning the sunlight
for the colder months.

55. Go Solar

Use solar powered lights to light up your garden and make it look beautiful – no electricity
costs involved! Garden solar powered lights are highly efficient and contain solar cells that
convert the suns energy into electricity that is stored then used as it gets dark. No cables,
extension leads just a beautiful and energy efficient garden that saves on electricity.

Energy Efficiency In The Winter

56. Let The Sunlight In
If you feel like the sun has abandoned you over the winter open the blinds wide and let the
light in to save your precious electricity.

57. Open curtains and other windows
…Especially on your west-and south-facing windows during the day to allow sunlight to
naturally heat your home, and save anywhere from 2-12 percent by harnessing the suns
warmth.

58. Use LED Fairy Lights To Decorate For Christmas

Led lights don’t emit as much heat and therefore saving loads of electricity! Yey! They are
also tougher and break less easily.
…Remember to always turn them off when you aren’t using them because they still draw
power even when they aren’t in use.

59. Get Into Draught Proofing
Unless your home is brand new, you will more than likely lose some heat through draughts
around doors and windows, gaps around the floor, or through the chimney. It would cost
around £200 to have your home professionally draught proofed but could save you around
£30 a year in energy costs and less effort than many energy efficiency solutions.

60. Only Heat The Rooms You Use

It is a controversial one, but only heat the rooms you use. It all depends on your house, to be
honest. If you have large storage areas or guest rooms that aren’t being used turn off the
radiators in those rooms and close the doors.

61. Give Yourself An Energy Audit
Before the weather starts to get cold use a spot thermometer or arrange for a professional to
come out and do it for you. This will determine where in the home might need a bit of
attention to keep your home energy efficient and
.

62. Bundle Up With Warm Accessories
This is one of the easiest ways to save on your energy bill. Instead of turning the heat up,
put on a cosy winter jumper and snuggly socks.
Use beautiful warm throws in your living room and on your bed.

63. Cover Your Bare Floors
Adorn your home with beautiful wool rugs and carpets. Rugs and carpets on bare floors
help keep the warm in too.

64. Adjust Your Doors
Adjust your doors so that they close/ seal more tightly and preventing all of the warm air
escaping

65. Buy A Chimney Balloon

Keep warm air from escaping up the chimney using a chimney balloon – saving energy
from escaping up your chimney.
66. Insulate The Loft Door Access
It is sometimes forgotten about but it can be a major source of energy loss – a great tip on
saving power

How To Save Money At Home On Electric And Gas
67. The Position Of Your Thermostat
Don’t have the thermostat beside your door as it is not a true reading of the temperature of the
rest of the house and you’ll be using excess energy
68. Eliminate Drafts Around Electrical Boxes
There are certain places we can look to save more energy in the home other than the obvious.
Check around electrical boxes and eliminate the draught as you find them.
69. Plug Holes in Exterior Walls
Same idea as above, have a look around the exterior of the house and block up any nonessential holes.
70. Check Your Windows
Hold up a piece of ribbon by the the windows to check if they need draught proofing. Replace
any obviously damaged or worn sealant around the windows using a silicon gun, this will
prevent warm air escaping from the seals.

71. Clingfilm Your Windows And Doors

Yes, I said Clingfilm your windows and doors. By providing a second barrier to heat transfer,
it creates a very basic – and inexpensive – ‘double glazing’ system. The film also has the
potential to stop drafts coming into the home through poorly-fitting windows, making the
room feel warmer.

72. Invest In A Humidifier
A humidifier will add moisture to the air making it feel warmer and retain the heat better.
73. A low cost way would be to use particular houseplants that are known for increasing
humidity.

Quick Win/ No Cost Ways To Save Money At Home
74. Ditch The Oven
Use the microwave instead of the oven for cooking your meals. You’ll save a fortune in
electricity as the amount of energy used to power your microwave is nothing compared to
heating up your oven AND it takes less time. It’s a win-win situation!

75. Turn It Off
A cracking (no pun intended) tip for saving electricity at home is using the residual heat on a
hob and in your pots and pans is a very under used tip. When boiling and egg, bring the
water to the boil and switch the hob off and leave for 5 minutes for soft or 7 minutes for hard.
This is for a gas ring – it is even less for an electric hob!
76. Remember – You must leave the lid on!

77. Turn It Down
Set your home’s thermostat a few degrees lower. For each one-degree change, your family
can save up to 5 percent on your home’s energy bills! Wow, I bet I wouldn’t even notice a
one-degree change - would you or your family? Give it a go!

78. Be Time Smart
Use machines like washers, dryers, and dishwashers in off peak times. You may be on an off
peak tariff where using electricity at certain times is cheaper – If so, this tip could save you
£££

79. Get Cosy!
Wearing more jumpers, socks and slippers around the house, and putting an extra blanket on
the bed means you won't be tempted to turn the heating up – Any excuse to buy more
accessories!

80. Check The Pressure
When your shower uses more energy and water than a bath. Turn down the pressure on your
power shower and you could see this being an easy way to reduce your electricity bill. A
high-pressure power shower is a great luxury to have but you'd be surprised how much water
and energy they use.
81. Easy Ways To Save Electricity? Do A Tariff Check
Make sure you are on the correct tariff. Use companies like USwitch to make sure you're on
the cheapest tariff for you. It only takes a few minutes, they do all the paperwork for you and
you could save up to £458 per year. That’s just under £40 per month for ten minutes’ work!

82. Switch It Off And Save
It’s the ultimate power saver and it’s simple - unplug all the appliances that you aren't using
regularly - even chargers continue to use electricity when they aren't charging anything.
Don’t leave anything on stand-by as this wastes phantom power

83. Save Yourself Ironing Time…
…and Electricity! This is a total no-brainer. Take your clothes out of the dryer before
they're completely dry - they'll iron much quicker and you'll use less energy on your drier.

84. Shrink Your Bills Not Your Clothes!
90% of a washing machine's energy expenditure is spent on heating the water, so if you wash
your clothes at a cooler temperature you're saving significant amounts of money.

85. Keep A Lid On It!
Keep the lid on the pan when boiling water – doing so will trap heat in the pan requiring less
energy to bring the liquid to a boil…it will also boil faster. This tip is courtesy of my Mum
who has always done this…even before it was cool to save electricity.

86. Residual Heat
Turn off oven a few minutes before food is finished cooking – the retained heat will finish off
the food saving you money and energy. This is particularly good to know during the warmer
summer months when turning the oven off early means the kitchen can cool down a bit more
quickly.

87. Get Your Dusters Out!

Did you know that dust that settles on light bulbs and fixtures can obscure the light by up to 25%?!
That’s a quarter of the energy you are paying for being wasted.

88. Lower The Temperature On Your Dishwasher
Dishwashers with heaters will let you lower the water temperature the dishes are washed
at, the dishwasher tablets we use work well using lower temperatures. Remember lower temperatures = savings on electricity.

89…And Your Washing Machine
While we are on the subject, wash clothes on a cold or cool wash. Detergents not work just as
well on low temps – and will save you tonnes of electricity too

90. Clean the Filter
Don’t forget to clean the lint out our your drier – it’ll be more efficient and reduced the risk
of a fire too. We would recommend after every use giver the filter a little clean, but as often
as possible to optimise the energy you use,

91. Get Smart
Get a Smart Meter fitted – they are free by most energy companies and They come with a
smart energy monitor that shows you how much energy you’re using in pounds and pence, as
you use it. Brilliant for saving electricity in the home.

92. Kettles…

Don’t boil more water than you need in your kettle. Easy way to do it is to fill the cup you are
using with water, throw that amount of water in the kettle and easy – you have the perfect
amount boiled. No wasting energy!
93. Also, make sure you are free of lime scale – this can also have an effect on efficiency.

94. Shut Windows During Winter
This may seem a bit obvious but, it’s a wonderful way to save money around the house, if the
heating is on and you are letting all the hot air escape straight out of the window then you are
wasting energy and money!

95. Open Your Windows
Open windows instead of using the extractor fan while cooking – no electricity used, no cost!
96. Stock Up Your Freezer
Fill your freezer up – it uses less energy since the frozen food won’t warm up when the door
is opened. If the freezer is empty, then all the space will fill up with warm air when the door
is opened, which the freezer needs to work hard to cool down when the door is shut again.

97. Get The Vacuum Out
A brilliant tip on maximising the efficiency of your fridge is to vacuum the coils on the back
of the fridge. These coils cool and condense the refrigerant and get clogged up with dust and
dirt making it work harder and therefore using excess energy. It will also extend the life of
your refrigerator. Try and do this once a year to make it really effective,

98. Little Pan – Little Hob

Try and match the size of the hob to the right pot or pan – putting a small pan on a huge
burner or electric hob will just waste energy..
99. Put A Plug In It
Fill the sink with hot water before you shave or wash your face. Using a sink full rather than
a running tap is better because you will use significantly less energy. A zero cost power
saving device!
100. Turn The TV Off And Improve Energy Efficiency
Watch less television – read a book instead! Reading a book is proven to be more relaxing
than watching TV and a book doesn’t require electricity to run. (Unless it is a Kindle…No
need to be a clever clogs!)
101. It’s a Glass Act
Use glass and ceramic dishes if cooking in the oven, they retain heat better and mean that you
can use a slightly lower temperature to cook food and save yourself a load of electricity and
cheaper than most energy efficiency appliances!
102. No Peeping
Resist the urge to peep in the oven to see if the food is cooking (especially your Yorkshire
Puddings!) and letting all that expensive hot air escaping. Try to use the window in the oven
instead.
103. …Same With The Fridge
In the same vein as the above try to avoid opening the fridge or freezer to browse – every
time you do, the appliance will need to fire up to cool down the air again.
104. No Hot Food In The Fridge
Allow cooked food to cool before putting it in the fridge / freezer, otherwise the fridge /
freezer will have to work much harder and use more electricity to cool it down.

105. Turn The Brightness Down And Save Electric
Dim the brightness on your smart phone, it will use less energy so you won’t need to charge
it so much (especially important if you have an IPhone
106. Also, turn off the Bluetooth/ 4G etc – this will extend your charge too.

107. Think About Where You Put Your Lamps
Place your lamp in the corner of the room – It will be brighter because of the refection off the
two walls.

108. Use More Lamps
Use task lighting over your work bench or desk to save electricity on illuminating a full room
is a brill way to reduce electricity consumption.

109. Fridge Location Matters!
Ensure that your fridge is out of direct sunlight and that it is not close to the oven. If possible,
place the fridge against an outside wall so that the heat that it generates can escape easily.
Make sure there are a few inches around the it free so air can circulate making it run more
efficiently.
110. Help The Fridge Help Itself
A fabulously frugal tip is to defrost your food in the fridge, as it thaws it helps keep the fridge
cooler using less energy. Simples!
It is probably a good time to remind you never to put hot or warm food in the fridge to cool
down. It dramatically increases the temperature in the fridge and uses lots of energy trying to
cool it down again. Leave the covered food on the bench until it has reached room
temperature and then refrigerate it.

Saving Electricity – Best Left To The Professionals

111. Micro Wind Turbine

Having your own wind turbine installed in your home could save you or even make you some
money. Depending on the right location you can either have the turbine hooked up to the grid
to sell your power or have it stand alone for your own use.
112. Hydro Technology
Depending on you where you live it’s possible to harness the power of moving water. If you
live by a stream or river, it is possible to have a micro hydroelectricity system installed. It’s
all dependant on your site suitability though.
113. Solar panels

Solar panels are a much more common way to save on electricity, especially if your house
had a South/ West facing roof. The Government incentives have changed but you can still
get some grants or getting them installed privately and selling back to the grid could possibly
make you a tidy sum. Abrilliant idea for and energy efficancy programme.

114. Voltage Optimisation Device
This is a bit of a marmite tip, some people think they are a great idea but others think they
don’t make that much difference – It’s up to you, I suppose!
They are supposed to clean/optimise the power that your home uses. Allowing appliances to
run off a lower voltage and therefore saving money on electricity. They are pretty pricey to
install so do your research first!

115. Upgrade Your Thermostat
Now thermostats can do so much more, not just a simple dial – on or off. You can now
remotely control the energy in your home. It also can split your home into ‘zones’ for
maximum energy efficiency.

116. Underfloor Insulation
Insulating the floor in-between your basement or cellar could save you ££ in energy.
Although it is often overlooked it is an energy loss hot (or cold) spot.

117. Cavity Wall Insulation

You will find that cavity wall insulation will give you a massive reduction in energy bills.
There is also government grants that often mean the cost to you is zero. You can’t lose!

118. Insulate Your Hot Water Pipes
Insulating your hot water pipes should save about 4 degrees in temperature loss meaning you
can turn down the thermostat and save yourself some money. You can do it yourself at a
push, but it is a service that professionals offer.
119. Loft Insulation
Another great no-cost thing to do as the Government often have a grant on performing loft
insulation in homes. It should save you approximately £140 per year as you know – heat
rises and if there’s nothing to keep it in your home it will escape into the air and will end up
costing you a small fortune.

120. Get Rid Of Your Immersion Heater

Immersion heaters are not the most efficient way of heating your water. They use lots of
electricity and often heat up the water and the water is never used so it works out to be very
inefficient.

121. Maintain Your Systems
It is very important to maintain any system you have properly. A poorly maintained system
can be inefficient and could end up costing money and energy unnecessarily.

Conclusion
Hi, Bren again!

I hope that you have enjoyed reading my top tips for saving electricity at home and that it has
helped you to be able to make some changes to save electricity/ energy and lower your bills.
I would love to see if there was anything I missed or if you have a tip that you think I should have
included, whether it be helping reduce electricity consumption or different ways of saving electricity
– Get in touch! We would love to hear from you.

Here at Caztec we have our favourites and they are all different. I particularly like the tips on using
residual heat to finish off cooking your food in the oven – It is just a win-win situation that saves
money and energy. I also love the summer tips on eating outside and flame-grilling your food – I
think that is just my love of barbeques though and anything food related!
The girls in the office are going to try ditching their hair-driers and straighteners in the summer
months to save on electricity and embrace their wavy beach hair too – That will probably be about 3
days of the year considering the weather we get in Sunderland!

This is also great information to share with your friends, so, if you think there are a few worthy
energy efficiency tips on here share it on Facebook, Twitter or Pinterest – Remember, Sharing is
Caring 

Thanks again for reading – Bren@Caztec

